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W. M. WTLIE, Esq. F.S.A. exhibited a singular ancient
Bronze, consisting of a tripod resting on -wheels, and surmounted
by various figures of men and animals. It was of the same class
as the bronzes described in the Archseologia, vol. xxxvi. p. 349.
' In illustration of this exhibition a paper was read; communi-
cated through Mr. Wylie by the Padre RAFFAELE GARRUCCI,
of Rome, which will be printed in the Archajologia.

Thanks were returned for these communications.

Thursday, -November 22nd, 1866.

. OCTAVIUS MORGAN, Esq. M.P. V.P. in the Chair.

The following Presents were announced, and Thanks ordered
to be returned to the Donors:—

From the Artist, J. W. Barnes, Esq.—Durham, from the Prior's Path. Engraved by.
J. H. Le Keux. Proof. [Privately printed.]

From the Imperial Archaeological Commission, St. Petersburgh :—
1. Compte-Rendu pour l'a'nnee 1864. 4to. St. Petersburgh, 1865.
2. Compte-Rendu pour l'annee 1864. ',Atlasi Folio. St. Petersburgh, 1865.
3. Recueil d'Antiques de la Scythie. Livraison I V 4to. St. Petersburgh,
1866.
4. Recueil d'Antiquite'a de la Scythie. Atlas. Livraison 1». Folio. St.
Petersburgh, 1866.

From the Royal Institute of British Architects.—Sessional Papers 1866-67. Part 1.
No. 1. 4to. London, 1866.

From J. O. HalliweIl,. Esq. F.S.A.—Explanation of the famous and renowned Glass-
Work, or painted windows, in the Church at Gbuda, Small 8vo. Gouda, 1718.

From the Abb£ Goubier:—
1. Crypte de la Basilique abbatiale et monumentale de Saint-Gilles (Gard).
Notes et Souvenirs par Eugene Chevremont. 8vo. Nimes, 1866.
2. Le Doigt de Dieu est ici! Memoire aux Fideles de Saint-Gilles sur la
tombeau de leur Saint Patron. Par M. TAbbe* G. 8vo. Nimes, 1866.
3. Consultation pour la Fabrique de Saint-Gilles (Gard). [Par F. Be"chard.l
8vo. Nimes, 1866.

From the Author.—(Extrait de4a Revue Archeologique du- Midi). Habitation
Troglodytique des Proats-Hauts, commune de Leojac (Tarn-et-Garonne). [Par
M. Devals.] 4to. [Toulouse, 1866.]

Geprge T. Clark, Esq. was admitted Fellow.

JAMES BANKS STANHOPE, Esq. M.P. communicated a copy
of an inscription which he had found on a slab of rosso antico
at the back of a bas-relief of the seventeenth century repre-
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374 . PROCEEDINGS OF THE [1866,

senting. the Judgment of Paris. Tlie inscription was imperfect,
and was as follows :—

. RACLIOMARITO . BM . FECITMECVMAN.
M . IIHABETDEPOSSONEIII1D. IVL . CVMEA

. . . . . . . . . ODICARINARVMINPACE [a palm-branch].

This is evidently part of a Christian sepulchral • inscription,
which lias been employed on account of the value" of the marble
on which it is engraved. It exhibits several peculiarities;
HABET DEPOSITIONEM* instead of DEPOSITVS, and the title
CVSTOS CARINARVM which seems to occur at the end. As a
conjectural reading the following may be suggested :

. . HERACLIO MARITO BENE MERENTI. FECIT MECVM ANNOSf

. . MENSES II . HABET DEPOSITIONEM III IDVSIVLII: CVM EAM
COMPARAVIT A CVSTODI CARINARVM. IN PACE.

The expression fecit mecum, fecit cum marito, fecit cum uxore,
to express the'duration of married life, is riot uncommon on
Christian inscriptions; see, for instance, De Rossi, Inscr.'Christ,
vol. i. No. 354, 122, 193, 225. DEPOSSIO for DEPOSITIO
occurs in De Rossi, No. 235,- DEPOSSIO URSI ; in another,
No. 291, we find DEPOSTIO. The letters ODI CARINARUM can
only stand for custodi carinarum; as it is not the part of the
inscription in which we should look for the profession of the
person interred, the words may be the rank of the person from
whom the grave was purchased, which occasionally occurs at the
end of the inscription. A custos carinarum would correspond
with vao<f>v\a^, a pilot or master of a ship. There was a-street
at Rome called the Carina, but it is scarcely likely to be alluded
to here. The nautical form of the title renders it not improbable
that this inscription has been removed, from a seaport, possibly,
from the character of the marble, in Africa or Sicily.

EDWARD PEACOCK, Esq. F.S.A. Local Secretary for Lincoln-
shire, forwarded rubbings of an inscribed stone recently removed
from the wall of a cottage at Scunthorpe, a hamlet in the parish
of Frodihgharh, co. Lincoln. The inscription is in ten lines,
and seems to be intended for the following lame pentameters :—

ARCEfi ARTIFICES ARTE PERIRE SVA
SCRIPTA MANERE NEQVIT LINTERA SCVLPTA MANET?
PVLVERVLENTA DOMVS SIC CINIS OMNIS HOMO EST.'

* A similar phrase occurs in Malvasia, Marmora Velsinea, p. 571.
• f Should it be thought that more space would be required for the wife's name,

the inscription may have been—
F E C I T M E C V M A N N O S . . • V I X 1 T A N N O S . . . . M E N S E S I I .
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Nov. .22.] SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES. 375

This inscription has been formerly, considered Roman; it is,
however, evidently not older than the sixteenth or seventeenth'
century. It-is printed in, Allen's History of Lincolnshire,
vol. ii. p. 219, but not quite accurately. The beginning of the
inscription seems to be wanting; but the meaning seems to be,
" Towers and their builders to perish with their art. The written'
letter will not last; will the sculptured remain entire ? The house
is but dust;. so every man is but ashes."

DON JUAN ALBACETE Y LONG, of Murcia, communicate'd,
through C. R. Markham, Esq. F.S.A. the discovery of an early
Byzantine capital at Lezuza in La Mancha (Spain), of which the
following are the particulars :—

Lezuza,- anciently Livisosa, .is .a village in the province of
Albacete,. and about seven leagues to the west of the town of
that name. In the parish church there are three tablets inserted
into the retable of the high altar, which is of the debased re-
naissance style of the seventeenth century. These stones bear
inscriptions, written in a very contracted form and with many of
the letters combined. The centre one is this :—

El primero templo gue se consagrado en Uespaha fue a los
Santos Martires en esta villa, hemperando Constantino que. le
mando hedificar.

The other two are to be taken together.

Fue fundada Lezuza ano 1493 de la creacion del Mundo, aho
1780 antes de \ la venida de Cristo nuestro Sehor.

" The Holy Martyrs mentioned in the inscription are San
Vicente and San Leto, two brothers, sons of Toribo and Lucia,
natives of Talavera, then called Ebura Carpetana. During the
Decian persecution they came to Livisosa, then a Roman town,
and a judge, Caacilius Apollinaris, ordered the brothers to be put
to death because they refused to sacrifice .to idols.

Don' Juan Albacete had looked upon the popular account as
of little value, and taken from the false chronicles of Lucio
Destro, Marco Maximo, and others. But recently a sculptured
capital, lias been discovered, built into the mud wall of a yard at
Lezuza. This capital had on it three heads of angels,, in the
full style of the late Roman period, and is considered by Don Juan
to be of the time of Constantine, and therefore, to a certain
extent, as confirming the popular tradition that a building had
been erected at Lezuza in the time of Constantine.

EDWARD PEACOCK, Esq. F.S A. communicated transcripts
from the Churchwardens' Accounts of Leverton, co. Lincoln, a
selection1 from which will be published in the Archaeologia.
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The ABBE COCHET, Hon. F.S.A. communicated, through
W. M. Wylie, Esq. F.S.A. an account of recent discoveries in
Rouen cathedral, of which Mr. Wylie furnished1 -the following.-'
translation:—••'—

" On July 30, 1838, Mons. A. Deville, Director of the Rouen
Museum, discovered the sepulchral statue of Richard Cceur de

' Lion in the Sanctuary of Rouen cathedral.* '
" On tile 17th of August last, the Abbe* Cochet, inspector, of

public monuments, M. Barthelemy, the architect of the diocese,
and the Abbs' Robert, canon of Rouen, following indications
analogous to those which had guided M. Deville on the former
occasion, instituted a search in the same sanctuary for the
statue of Henry the Younger, called ' Court-Mantel,' the elder
brother of Richard, and like him King of. England and Duke of
Normandy. . • ' .

" The Minister of the Interior had granted, a small sum for
this investigation, which His Eminence the Cardinal Archbishop
had been pleased to- authorise.

" The exploration was but brief. After a few hours' work
the statue appeared, in the midst of a mass of rubbish and
mortar, at a depth of. only 20 centimetres-(8 inches) below the
present pavement laid down 130 years ago.

" The statue of Henry strongly resembles that of Richard.f
Both date from the end of the 12th century or beginning of the
13th, and both are of the lias stone of Cr&eil, which disproves
the assertion- of Mbntfaucon, repeated- by Ducarel and Deville,
that the material was white marble. The statue is 2 metres 23
centimetres (about 7 foot 3 inches) in height, and in-a recumbent
position, like all the1 sepulchral statues of the -period. Unfor-
tunately it is sadly mutilated and fractured. The greater part of
the head, the lower parts of both arms, the right foot, and the
animal below it, are all no,w wanting.

'.' Nevertheless the royal statue still possesses much interest as
regards art, costume, and history. The monarch wears a tunic,
or long robe, closed at the throat by a pretty ring-brooch, the
tongue of which passes through the corners of two slits in the
dress near the throat. An elegant belt, buckled round the loins,
is ornamented throughout. The body of the Prince is wrapt
in the royal mantle, whence is derived his surname of ' Court-
Mantel.' This mantle is fixed on the shoulders by two clasps of
quatrefoil form, and the right side of it is gathered up under the
arm, while the lower part of the left side is lapped up over the '

* See Archoeologia, vol. xxix. p. 202, where full particulars of this discovery are
given, and the effigy is engraved.

f There is a drawing of it ' in the Gagnifcres Collection in .the Bodleian Libracy
at Oxford, taken about 1700, and a rude engraving in Montfaucon, Monarchie
Frantjaise, tomv' ii. pi. xv. •
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knees in a very peculiar manners The monarch, like' Richard,
has no sword, but like him bears a broken, sceptre, with the
addition of: an aumoniire hung at the waist.

" This statue, the details of which we have only sketched out, has
taken the place it was destined to occupy by the side of Richard.

" Henry the Younger, or ' Court-Mantel,', was the second son
of the Plahtagenct Henry II. and Eleanor' of Aquitaine. After
the death of- the first-.born, William, his father raised him'in
1170 to a share of th'e regal power, and had him twice crowned
at Winchester and Westminster. His life was of a very stormy
character, and he died in Quercy at the .age. of twenty-eight
years, on June 10, 1183. He had earnestly requested to be
interred in. Rouen Cathedral, by the side of. his uncle, William
Long-sword, son of the Empress Matilda, by Geoffrey Plan-
tagenet; but. his wishes were in the first instance disre-
garded, and he was buried at Mans, but afterwards removed to
Rouen.*

" This statue had been in the Cathedral of Rouen about five
centuries when it was buried, at the time of the great alterations
in the choir of the cathedral, in 1736. Now that it has left its
tomb it will return there no more.. We trust even that, the
piety of this age, so conservative and reparative of the past,
will restore and replace it in its post of honour in the cathedral.
Even in its mutilated state this monument recalls the proudest
period of Norman nationality, and interests equally the two most
powerful nations of Europe.

" On the following day the search was resumed below, the
statue, and a little to. the left, 'exactly beneath the wall that
supports the iron railing of the chpir, the remains of a leaden
coffin were' discovered, the top and" bottom of which were
flattened together. This lead seemed very ancient, and to have
been cast rather than rolled out. It has the thickness, weight,
and all the appearance of lead of the 11th century, and strongly
resembles that of the coffins of William of Warrenne and Gun-
dred, found at Lewes in 1845.f

" Beneath and around the remains of the coffin were the dark
and dry bones, with which was found a fragment of the leather
sheet or ox-hide in which the corpse had been wrapt.

" At the feet of Henry, and of the leaden plates which we
suppose to be the remains of his coffin, appeared another sarco-
phagus of sheet-lead, with the head to the west and feet to the
east, the head being a little more elevated than the feet. This
coffin is close to the wall that supports the choir railing, and the
head touches the second column north of the sanctuary. The

• See Sandford, Genealogical History (1707), p. 67. Dugdalc, Baronage.
f See Journal of the Brit. Arch. Ass. i. p. 346 , Arch. Journ. iii. p. 81.
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rest of the. body lies beneath the rail in front of the .chapel of
Sts: Peter and Paul.. This situation perfectly agrees with histo-
rical data,~of which also it is .a fresh confirmation:

" We cannot doubt that this is the coffin of John of Lancaster,
Duke of Bedford, son of Henry. IV. brother -of Henry. V.
uncle of Henry VI. and regent of the kingdom of France. -It
lay at a depth of 95 centimetres below the present pave-,
ment. The length is 2 metres 5; centimetres, about 6 feet
8 inches. The width at the feet does not exceed 20 centi-
metres; but reaches "25 at' the. head. The depth was much
about the same. The coffin had evidently been inclosed in
one of oak.

" The weight of .the rubbish which had been heaped up in
1736, at the time of the re-paving, had forced in and broken the
centre of the coffin, but the body had remained intact.

" The inspection of the remains, which, was made with all
religious respect, showed the Prince had been embalmed with
aromatic, substances, the nature of which we. cannot determine,
but together. with which mercury was employed as an agent
of conservation. Globules, of mercury were still falling put, and
even formed a tiny stream. The balsamic mass around the head,
had perfectly preserved the hair.

" The hands of the Duke were piously crossed over the
abdomen, according to sa Christian custom very common in the
Middle Ages. On the br;east had been placed a cross-band of
some white material, very fine and light. It was merely a little
fillet, about five centimetres in width, and in a perfect state of
preservation. It is evident that neither the royal signet nor the
sword of Bedford :has remained in France.

" There is something very striking in thus meeting in the
same sanctuary, and almost at the same moment, the two extreme
points of our history. Henry and Richard represent for us the
greatest expansion, of the Norman, power. Bedford, on the
contrary, recalls the deepest humiliation that France, our city,
and our province, have ever had to undergo from the stranger.
The same church has been destined by Providence to inclose,
within it these two great pages—the most touching of our
past."

JAMES W Y A T T , Esq.~ F.G.S. Local Secretary for Bedford-
shire, made the following communication on the discovery of
Roman Remains at Sandy,̂  in that county :—

" An announcement of the discovery of urns and coins on that
site .which is accepted by archaeologists as the Salence of the
Romans would excite no surprise at any time, and probably
would interest but few persons, as such events have there been of
constant occurrence. A relic of Roman art would be merely
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accepted as an' accumulation .of .evidence,.and the account of its:
finding would be a "lesser novelty than.a ' thrice-told tale; ' but L
venture, nevertheless,'to offer one"more account of such.a discovery,:.
as it embraces some facts which--merit:a;record.. "There.-was a"
piece of high ground between Csesar!s Camp and the village of
Sandy, on the western side' of the camp, and divided from it by.
the Great Northern Railway. Lately the greater portion of this
has been removed for ballasting purposes, it being a deep stratum;
of sand. • Every day the labourers met with fragments of pottery,,
which showed that a considerable area had been used for the;
deposit of urns. Manv coins were found, some of which were;
disposed of by the men. . From their description, and from the
examination.of those remaining in their possession, I believe .theni:
all to have been Roman, and the greater portion .much-corroded.;
These coins have from time immemorial been called ' Chester,
pieces' at Sandy, probably from their having continually been'
turned up in the vicinity of the two great Roman camps. Un-.
fortunately the men neglected to make any proper representation
of their discoveries, consequently many relics have been found
and dispersed without a note being taken of them. I have since:
heard of several bronze articles'and some urns having been pur-
chased by amateur collectors and removed from the county; but;
immediately after I received intelligence of the excavation I.
went over' with a friend, and secured for. the county collec-
tion— which is under the. custody of the Archaeological Society
at Bedford—eleven urns, two other, vessels, and a patera, of red.

• Samian ware. Of these I send rough sketches, by which it will
be seen that several are of the forms commonly found at this
and other Roman stations, whilst others are of somewhat rarer,
outline. The bodies of three of the urns are covered with slight
lines, drawn diagonally from the neck to the foot, and forming,
a diamond pattern. These lines were apparently made with a stick
whilst the clay was soft. One urn is of elegant outline, and has seven;

long indentations from the shoulder nearly to the foot. But the chief,
object, of interest is the.Samian patera, as it contains evidence of.
the great value which was placed upon this ware by the Romans.
Although this specimen is of the ordinary type found in Roman
sites, and possesses no ornamentation whatever, there is a proof
that it was held in high estimation by its owner. - A piece had
been broken out, but was re-united, and fastened with three
•bands of lead passed through carefully-drilled holes. The potter's
name is stamped in the centre of the vessel, the greater portion
of the letters being legible—it is the well-known name
DAGOMARVS. '

" The site where these discoveries were made is locally known
as Tower Hill, but it was no hill, being only a small rising
above the ordinary level. Jt is now nearly all reduced to the
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level of the railway line. The urns were all deposited at a depth
of from: 2\ to 3 feet below, the surface, at the bottom of the.
alluvial soil and on the top of the sand-bed. Some of them,
were surrounded with ashes, and one of them is now incrusted,
with the deposited ashes. •'They all contained bones, more or
less calcined, and larger fragments of animals' bones were lying,
in the surrounding soil. In the pit formed in excavating the
sand I found numerous fragments of large and small vessels, two,
teeth of a horse, portion's. of large bones which had been burnt,
and two fragments of a glass vessel, apparently Roman, having
an iridescent coating of great antiquity,

" A little to the north-east of this site, and on the northern
slope of Caesar's Camp, many Roman remains have been found,,
and some British coins were discovered during the excavations for
the .Great'. Northern Railway ; but on the site under notice
(Tower Hill)" no British relics. of any kind have been found, so
far as I can learn. While the railway works were in progress
I obtained some good fragments of Samian ware and a few
British coins. Several Roman urns were-obtained, which sub-
sequently came' into the possession' of the Bedfordshire Archae-
ological Society; and the constant inquiries of antiquaries and
small' collectors stimulated two or three clever navvies to create a
supply equal to the demand. I believe that many spurious relics
were disposed of; I can testify to one interesting object being
eagerly purchased by a lady, who afterwards disposed of it to a
Society.

"• It was stated to be a Saxon pillow-stone, and was so accepted,
by several persons; but the skilful forger was not careful enough
to copy his pattern exactly. He did not know he was trying
to copy half-obliterated Runes, and so made a number of un-
couth, unmeaning incisions. . He had probably seen a 'wood-cut
or cast of one of the Anglo-Saxon stones found at Hartlepool,*
and imitated it to the best of his ability on a piece of Ketton
stone, trusting to the chance of the relic-hunters at Sandy
knowing no better; and, so far, his trust was rightly placed." '

Thanks were returned for- these communications.

* See Archseologia, vol. xxvi. PI. Hi. p. 480.
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